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Dynamic Closet,
the revolutionary way 
to organize your wardrobe                        

Dynamic Closet is the most innovative 

wardrobe on the market, reinventing 

the traditional wardrobe to transform 

it from a static to a dynamic system.

Its innovative design and operation 

makes it ideal for different architectural 

contexts, blending nicely with any 

existing furnishings.



FOTO MICHELE
Particolari, accenno sulla cabina armadio
e gli accessori della medesima.

Tecnologia Smartphone
+ tastierino



Dynamic Closet,
the innovative system that uses the full depth of your wardrobe                  



Dynamic Closet’s essential shapes 

are perfectly in line with the contemporary 

space requirements of modern homes, 

optimizing space as the garments, 

that are usually stored on a single line, 

are here stored on two parallel lines 

and two curves that have been purposely 

designed in order to make the garments 

rotate in a minimum space. 



Colours and finishes can be personalized, 

and this customized care and attention gives 

the product a unique quality.

The basic commands are simple and 

user-friendly, but some highly technological 

optional functions are also available.

Dynamic Closet,
technological and tailor-made               





Dynamic Closet,
optimizes your space, 
making the most out 
of any situation                    

Dynamic Closet is the only solution 

on the market that not only reduces the space 

occupied by the garments to a minimum, 

but also makes them more easily accessible.

So clothes and accessories are kept tidy 

and handy at any time.



Dynamic Closet,
it just fits you like a glove             



The dynamic shelf is the structure’s most innovative part. 

It consists of a lamellar wood top that contains, although 

only a few centimetres thick, a motor that rotates 

the belt (on which the garments are hung) backwards 

and forwards. As the belt rotates, the garments, hung 

on any kind of hangers, also rotate, which allows their 

owner to see them without having to move around.

Dynamic ShelfDynamic Closet,
available in three different 
installation models



The self-supporting solution means the Dynamic Closet 

is an independent structure that can be placed anywhere 

in the room without having to be secured to the walls.

This solution is ideal when one wishes to avoid drilling 

into the walls.

The structure includes a back panel which, beyond its 

practical stabilization function, can also be considered 

as an element of design as it can be customized 

with many different colours or decorations.

The side posts are structures that support the dynamic 

shelf at an appropriate height from the ground.

They are made of MDF, which can be tailored in colour 

and finish.

To adapt the Dynamic Closet to any floor irregularities, the 

posts are equipped with adjustable feet, which means the 

dynamic shelf can easily be levelled without having to make any 

structural changes to the room in which it is to be installed.

The posts have to be mounted with a minimum 40 mm leeway 

each side in order to leave space for the power supply cables. 

The cables can also be chased and installed along the wall.

Dynamic Shelf
Self-supporting structure

The side posts are structures that support the dynamic shelf 

at an appropriate height from the ground.

They are made of MDF, which can be tailored in colour and finish.

To adapt the Dynamic Closet to any floor irregularities, the posts 

are equipped with adjustable feet, which means the dynamic 

shelf can easily be levelled without having to make any structural 

changes to the room in which it is to be installed.

The posts have to be mounted with a minimum 40 mm leeway 

each side in order to leave space for the power supply cables. 

The cables can also be chased and installed along the wall.

Dynamic Shelf
Wall-mounted solution



Traditional 
Solution

Dynamic Closet Solution
Design high-tech closets 
to meet modern needs

Dynamic Closet Solution
Make the best use of narrow 
and hard-to-reach spaces

Dynamic Closet
A few examples 
of solutions in 
which we have 
optimized space

Traditional 
Solution

Dynamic Closet Solution
Create new closet spaces 
that fit a busy lifestyleCASA



Metalprogetti has been involved in the design and creation 

of automatic systems for handling garments for over thirty years.

Thanks to its experience and technological expertise, 

Metalprogetti is currently the market leader, and one of its latest 

projects aims at combining all the company’s skills and reliability 

with the modern expectations of home design.
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Metalprogetti Spa
Via Angelo Morettini, 53
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UK: Metalprogetti
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www.dynamicloset.it


